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Mountain Ash forest, burnt in last year’s bushfires, Lake Mountain,
Victoria, southern Australia. – photo and caption by Stefan Carey.
Growing up to 100 meters, the Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus Regnans, from
the Latin ‘ruling’) is the world’s tallest flowering tree. It lives for up to
500 years -- that is of course unless a fire cuts its life short. But no
matter, after fire it will drop thousands of tiny seeds into a roasting hot
ash bed, the only place they can germinate. Fire is therefore the key to
its survival and evolution.
In our spiritual evolutionary struggle as humans, we face uncertainty,
self-sabotaging thoughts, and an endless battle against the ‘inner
accuser’ who says we ‘can’t', when we probably ‘could'. These are our
own epic struggles, our own internal wildfires we must beat into
submission if we are to survive psychologically. But how?
Spiritual self-confidence comes when we push ourselves just long
enough past uncertainty and ignore the roasting ‘heat’ of the unknown.
Then our small victories can grow into major battles won.
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GAINING AND AVOIDING - Tony Downey
Psychologists tell us that most people are
motivated by wanting to gain or avoid certain
situations – we want to gain the ‘goodies’ and
avoid the ‘nasties’.
The very fact of motivation is the gaining of
something, whether it be food, shelter,
security, love, affection, self-respect, etc. But
does it really happen that we just gain all
these needs and move up the ‘ladder’ in a nice even flow? I feel that life is
rather like a game of ‘Snakes and Ladders’ – the dice seem loaded against us
and we often fall on a ‘Snake’ rather than a ‘Ladder’. Why is this? What do
we say to ourselves more often than we think – what’s in it for me, or, how am
I going to get out of this one?
What about avoiding some of the situations we encounter in our lives – are
not some of them a brake on what we want to gain? Now straight away when
we begin talking about avoiding situations as opposed to gaining something
we are in conflict. What do we have? We have a pair of opposites. I guess
you could say in theosophical terms this represents a duality. Light/Dark,
Laugh/Cry, Gain/Avoid, Right/Wrong – can anyone please tell me where one
starts and the other finishes?
Now, here are a few feelings that I want you in your heart of hearts to ask
yourself – should I always try to take these feelings on board and gain
something, or should I try to avoid them?
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Embarrassment
Insecurity
Comfort
You have probably thought these through and said to yourself – I certainly
don’t want to feel embarrassed, so I guess I should try and avoid this at all
times. I don’t want to feel insecure either, so I won’t involve myself in anything
that gives me a feeling of insecurity. Comfort – well who doesn’t want to feel
comfortable – certainly something to be gained at all times. Let’s have a
closer look at these feelings.
Embarrassment: is the opposite of Confidence. Many of us have said: “If
only I could make myself heard, I really have something worthwhile to say but
could never say it in front of all those people. I would be so embarrassed!”
Well, all those people will never know if you don’t have a go and who knows
what benefits other people could experience if they did know? You can only
overcome embarrassment by taking lessons in confidence and to think of
these lessons as something to be gained and not avoided.
Insecurity: you want to avoid these feelings.
First of all, how do you know that you are
insecure? Does anyone else think you are,
or only you? Odds are that only you think
that you are, so what can you do about it?
Certainly, nothing at all by avoiding the
issue. You must face the issues, analyse
them, give yourself a pathway to overcome
these feelings and thus gain in confidence.
Comfort: I’m comfortable now, at ease. Certainly not something to be
avoided under any circumstances I hear you say. Some of you may have
heard of Dr Ainslie Meares, a Melbourne psychiatrist, who made a life-long
study of meditation and relaxation and how it can help us in overcoming
illnesses and the stresses of modern-day living. This is a quote from his book:
The Wealth Within:
“I have overwhelming evidence for the importance of discomfort in meditation
which rests on my experience of many hundreds of patients. There is no
doubt whatsoever that those patients who have combined the judicious use of
discomfort with their meditative practice, have in fact gained much more from
the experience.
I particularly recall one doctor, a surgeon. I remember well his opening words:
“I have read all about your relaxing and it does not work.” When I asked more
about it, he disclosed that he had been practising lying on his bed. His
explanation was: “Because you are more relaxed that way.” As soon as I got
him doing it properly, his symptoms disappeared and he became a much less
aggressive person and a lot easier to get along with.
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As we relax, our mind transcends the discomfort of our posture and then there
is no discomfort. This is the most important aspect of the whole process of
relaxation and meditation. It is the getting beyond the discomfort which allows
us to experience the essential stillness of mind. In this way it is not the
transcendence of discomfort itself which we seek, but rather the state of mind
which goes with it.”
Karma: Now when we stop and have another
look at these feelings, and they will not be the
same for everyone, are we not talking about a
learning process? When we talk about a learning
process, are we not talking about Karma?
Perhaps we can do a quick summary for
illustration purposes. James A. Long in his book,
Expanding Horizons, summed up Karma by
saying:
“Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also
reap”. That is just what karma means. It means
that we being novices in the use of our free will
made many blunders in our previous lives. We all
learn soon enough on the physical plane, but it
takes much longer to learn on the moral and spiritual levels. It boils down to
the simple fact that through the ages we have accumulated a lot of effects of
former actions so that we are faced now with a collection of karmic
responsibilities dating from the past which the immortal element in us has
chosen a certain portion for this lifetime. This portion is neither too heavy nor
too light as perfect justice rules throughout the entire cosmos.
Karma as opportunity gives everybody the same possibility of growth. If we
believe there cannot be a cause without an effect or an effect without a cause,
we must believe that nothing happens by chance. Every situation we are
confronted with then, is the result of something we thought or did or
participated in in the past that has attracted us to the effects represented by
the circumstances in which we now find ourselves. Therefore, when anyone
begins to think about the doctrines of Karma and Reincarnation he is
compelled sooner or later to recognize that he has a definite responsibility to
meet intelligently the karma that is his. He will have to learn how to meet it.
When, in our struggles towards a fuller understanding we begin to realize we
can develop the ability to read the unfolding karmic script of our lives we find
ourselves better able to feel out the situations as they arise and to deal with
them more intelligently.”
Choices: So when we look at gaining and avoiding issues, what we are
talking about is that the easiest choice is not necessarily the best choice for
you. It is different for each one of us depending upon individual karma.
Situations are maps along the path of life for each one of us. Gaining and
avoiding are matters of choice for us. The choice you make will have a direct
bearing upon your future karma. Do not be afraid to ‘bite the bullet’ and take
the opposite course of action when the challenge comes up. Gaining and
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avoiding are challenges or tests for you alone. Remember the key point of
winning and losing in life – A Loser Accepts, A Winner Thinks. When
confronted with a decision, remember the words of a Master: “What shall it
profit a man if he shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul.” The
choice to gain or avoid will be with you until your mission in this life on earth is
finished … and perhaps even beyond!
“Here is the test to find whether your mission on earth is finished. If you
are alive, it isn’t!” – Richard Bach from Illusions.

REMEMBER TO PUT THE GLASS DOWN!
A psychologist walked around a room while teaching stress management to
an audience. As she raised a glass of water, everyone expected they’d be
asked the “half empty or half full” question. Instead, with a smile on her face,
she inquired: “How heavy is this glass of water?” Answers called out ranged
from 8 oz. to 20 oz.
She replied, “The absolute weight doesn’t matter. It depends on how long I
hold it. If I hold it for a minute, it’s not a problem. If I hold it for an hour, I’ll
have an ache in my arm. If I hold it for a day, my arm will feel numb and
paralysed. In each case, the weight of the glass doesn’t change, but the
longer I hold it, the heavier it becomes.”
She continued, “The stresses and worries in life are like that glass of water.
Think about them for a while and nothing happens. Think about them a bit
longer and they begin to hurt. And if you think about them all day long, you will
feel paralysed – incapable of doing anything.”
“Remember to put the glass down”

AUSTRALIAN NEWS
Meetings in Melbourne: February through June 2016
Meetings are all held at the Theosophical Society
(Pasadena) Library Centre, 664 Glenhuntly Rd., South
Caulfield, Melbourne (Tel: 0400942613) on Saturdays
commencing at 2pm. The Centre is open from 1-6pm the day of the meeting.
Website: www.theosophydownunder.org
Sat. February 6th, 2pm: Spirit, Passion, and Ignorance: Three Aspects of
Everything – Andrew Rooke.
Sat. February 20th, 2pm: Theosophy Study Group: The Theosophy Study
Group is studying the series of Introductory Theosophical Manuals available
online at: http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/tup-onl.htm#introductory
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currently studying the manual on, Reincarnation: a lost chord in modern
thought.

Sat. March 5th, 2pm: Shamanic Communication with Animals –
Heathclyff St James Deville.
Sat. March 19th, 2pm Theosophy Study Group.
Sat. April 2nd, 2pm: Family, National, and Global Karma – Paul Rooke.
Sat. April, 16th, 2pm: Theosophy Study Group.
Sat. May 7th, 2pm: Yoga and Health – Dr Sanjay Raghav.
Sat. May, 21st, 2pm: Theosophy Study Group.
Sat. June 4th, 2pm: Sacred Places of Ancient Greece – Jennifer
Pignataro.
Sat. June, 18th, 2pm: Theosophy Study Group.
University of the Third Age (U3A) course: The Ancient Wisdom: Part 1:
Overview: The course commences in February throughout 2016. Themes
from the world’s major religions such as Karma, Reincarnation, After Death –
What?, Evolution, and more on Tuesday mornings 10.30-12.30 at the
Theosophical Library Centre, 664 Glenhuntly Road, Caulfield South. Please
ring Andrew Rooke on 0400942613 if you want further information. There are
no pre-requisites or charges for this course.
New Books in the Melbourne Library: amongst the new books available
from our library in Melbourne: Anger: wisdom for cooling the flames (2001) by
Thich Nhat Hanh; Consciousness beyond life: the science of Near-Death
Experience (2011) by Pim van Lommel; Life between lives: hypnotherapy for
spiritual regression (2004) – Michael Newton; Memories of the Afterlife:Life
between lives: stories of personal transformation (2009) – Michael Newton;
Esoteric Egypt: the sacred science of the land of Khem (2015) – J.S. Gordon;
The Map of Heaven:how science, religion, and ordinary people are proving
the afterlife (2014) – Eban Alexander; The Dead Sea scrolls deception – B.
McLeigh; The discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamen - Howard Carter.
New on Theosophy Downunder Website: newly added under the
‘Theosophical lectures’ menu: Did We Invent The Devil? - Stefan Carey;
Ghosts: Do They Exist, What Are They? – Andrew Rooke; Building a New
Continent of Thought –Based on the Writings of Grace Knoche and James A.
Long.
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it is only thing ever has. – Margaret Mead.
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Borley Rectory in Essex, one of England’s most famous haunted houses.

GHOSTS: Do they exist? What are they? Theosophical Perspectives compiled by Andrew Rooke.
Ghosts: a decaying remanent of a real person: Do ghosts actually exist?
Yes, Theosophy teaches that ghosts certainly do exist. However, they are not
the real person as a whole – even if they claim to be! They are rather a relic or
remanent of the real person’s emotional and ‘astral’ energies decaying slowly
in the Astral Light. The Astral Light is a normally invisible plane or world very
close to the physical plane/world. Under some circumstances ordinary people
can see into the astral light and there can be communication with the beings
resident there.
Ghosts are always the remains of people who have died under
circumstances of great stress and emotion. No one who has died happily
leaves a ‘sinister’ ghost – although there are ‘Apparitions’ which are the
natural result of the disintegration process of a life ended under normal
processes. The strength and persistence of a ghost seems to be proportional
to the intensity of emotion at death.
A full explanation of Theosophical teachings on the various stages of the
after-death journey is available on our website at: After Death –What? at:
http://www.theosophydownunder.org/library/theosophical-articles/afterdeath-what-by-andrew-rooke/
The natural decomposition process after
physical death: Normally following physical
death, there is a slow dissolving of the astral
body (Linga-Sarira) in the astral light. This is
just part of the natural disintegration process
and nothing to do with emotion. The resultant
ghostly ‘apparition’ may sometimes be seen
hovering over the grave.
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Most societies recognize this and believe that ghosts remain in the vicinity of
their bodies, especially if they have been improperly buried. It is therefore
much better to cremate a body to free the life atoms to pursue their post-death
journeys rather than waiting months or years for the body to slowly decay in
the ground. Cremation is universally practiced wherever possible by Hindus.
OK, but what about the common experience of seeing visions of dead people
at the moment of death or shortly after?
Visions of the dead: the Doppelganger and other harmless ghostly
apparitions: It is a common experience that just prior to departing completely
from their earthly frame, a dying person may appear to loved ones to say
farewell.
This is the Astral Double (‘Mayavi-Rupa’) of the dying person impressed with
the thought to say farewell being so strong that it is attracted to their loved
one. This species of phantom is commonly referred to by using the German
word - Doppelganger.
Other Apparitions rather than sinister Ghosts:
•

The astral remnants of those who have died in close proximity to the
person who sees them.

•

The ghosts of people who have died far away being a mixture of real
‘astral double’ and memories in the personal aura of the person
viewing the ghost.

•

Fictitious ghosts: reflections of genuine ‘shadows’ of the deceased
person in the imagination of the perceiver.

OK, then what about genuine ghosts, the ones that you read about in books
and see in horror movies?
Genuine ghosts: In theosophical terms a genuine ghost is a ‘kama-rupic
shade’ which has a strong attachment to the physical plane. The strong
physically-based desires, impulses, and appetites of these shades keep them
bound to physical spheres which are congenial to them.
They pose a real danger to the psychological health of the living because they
are ‘soulless’ as the higher soul qualities of the departed person have moved
on to more spiritual inner realms of being. Also, they are in-filled with energies
of a depraved and ignoble type. They comprise embodied emotions whose
energies are heavy and dense.
Their bonds of attraction to the physical world slow down the dissipation
process of the ‘kama-rupa’ in the lower reaches of the astral world. There are
numerous examples of ghosts showing up in photographs (see the end of this
article for a few famous examples) as they are dense enough to record on film
in the proper light whereas we cannot see them when the picture is taken.
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Features of genuine ghosts: Ghosts are attached to particular places
associated with their deeds in life. Tragedy, love, or intense materiality binds
them to the lower planes. Some move around soundlessly oblivious to the
presence of frightened onlookers such as depicted in the film ‘The Others’.
There are other types of ghosts that delight in frightening people sitting on the
bed, producing ghostly lights, pungent odours, or
various kinds of noises.
Poltergeists: describes a species of ghosts
responsible for loud noises and physical disturbances
such as throwing things around a room. People who
have seen genuine ghosts describe a Sudden Chill in
the air. Whether seeing or merely feeling the presence
of ghosts there is most often reported a sudden chill in
the surroundings caused perhaps by a drain on the
vitality of the living and perhaps an actual drop in
temperature in the immediate vicinity of the ghost as
shown in the film ‘The Sixth Sense’.
Haunting ghosts: An intense desire at the moment of death keeps the ghost
in a certain location. It has only one idea or purpose – such as justice for a
murder, the desire to acquaint the world with the circumstances attending the
tragedy, or strong attachment to material possessions - utterly ignoring
everything else. It endlessly repeats the tragedy until someone has the
courage to demand to know what it wants to tell us. When this is done, the
information will be given and then the phantom will fade away.
This type of ghost will disappear with the destruction of the building, or
change to the surroundings of the environment they have been haunting. Fire
is supposed to be the best cleanser in such circumstances. Exorcism won’t
work – only the playing out of the objective of the ghost’s existence is
effective.
Animal ghosts: There are many stories of animal ghosts. Examples from the
UK include: strange black frogs in the Scottish Highlands, the bizarre spirit of
a witch appears in the form of a hare in Bolingbroke Castle, Lincolnshire, and
a spectre of a bear was said to cause the death by fright of a soldier guarding
the crown-jewels in the Tower of London in 1815.
According to HP Blavatsky, these spirits do not remain true to their animal
nature and are more likely elemental spirits manifesting the traits of depraved
human nature as spectre animals. ‘Elementals’ is a generalized term in
Theosophy for all beings below the minerals of the scale of spiritual evolution.
‘Ghosts’ inhabiting animals: the curious case of the Tsavo Man-Eaters:
Theosophy teaches that there is a certain class of evil black magicians that
regress in their evolution so that they can no longer inhabit the human form.
They exist self-consciously in the astral light when out of incarnation in the
physical world. They desperately seek incarnation in the physical world in
animal or even plant forms. They inevitably sink into the spiritual hierarchy
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below the one in which we are incarnated as they are no longer fit to stay in
our world. This world is known as the dreaded ‘Planet of Death’ in Theosophy.
In animal, or whatever form, they are potentially very harmful to humanity.
Perhaps the Tsavo Man-Eaters are
examples of this type of ‘animal
ghost’. They were a pair of notorious
‘man-eating’ lions that terrorised the
construction of the Kenya-Uganda
railway in 1898. They killed 135
railway-workers until eventually shot
by Col. John Henry Patterson in
December 1898. According to local
people, their hunting techniques and
behaviour when being hunted, was
entirely unlike normal lions. They
were reputed by some local people to be the returned spirits of evil ‘nganga’
or witch-doctors inhabiting the bodies of lions.
There are many such other legends in Europe of ‘Were-Wolves’ and Haunted
Forests which may be the same phenomena and the subject of numerous
Hollywood movies.
‘Business-as-Usual’ ghosts and animated thought-forms: Thought-Forms
are animated ‘elementals’ (energies below the mineral kingdom on the scale
of spiritual evolution), and the survival of a thought-form is determined by the
intensity of the mental/emotional energy originally infused into it. One type of
ghost could be the result of such thought-forms or memories, established over
time and left behind by the person who built them. Another theosophical
explanation is that they may be the ‘kama-rupas’ of deceased persons
adhering to the places they habitually visited in life.
This type of ghost is sometimes seen as a ghostly presence just going about
its ‘business as usual’. These ghosts are frequently encountered by family
members in houses or places of business frequented by their deceased
relatives. An example is a long-deceased chambermaid who stills tends to
guests in an English inn. The owners described that she appears at the foot of
startled guests beds, dressed in Victorian era clothes and carrying a bundle of
keys. She smiles at the astonished guests and departs. She worked at these
premises most of her life and apparently died in the room where she is so
often seen.
Sometimes no ghost is seen but people feel impelled to do things which were
previously foreign to them, eg. develop a love of art or music. Here again
thoughts (embodied elemental energies), the so-called ‘Memories-in-theWalls’, have left their impressions.
Enchained Elemental Spirits: The ancient Egyptians were renowned
magicians – both ‘white’ and ‘black’. They knew the art of enchaining
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elemental spirits to objects in tombs to forever protect them by releasing harm
on tomb robbers – perhaps the reason behind the famous Pharoah’s Curse.
Following the opening of Pharoah
Tutankhamun’s tomb in 1922, 11 people
connected with the discovery of the tomb,
notably Lord Carnavon, died by 1929. This
included Carter’s personal secretary and his
father. In 1926, Howard Carter, who discovered
the tomb, said he saw jackals like Anubis, the
guardian of the dead, in the desert for the only time in his 35 years in the
desert.
In 1699, Louis Penicher wrote an account in which he recorded how a Polish
traveller bought two mummies in Alexandria and embarked on a sea journey
with the mummies in the cargo hold. The traveller was
alarmed by recurring visions of two spectres, and the
stormy seas that did not abate until the mummies were
thrown overboard.
The ‘Unlucky Mummy’, exhibit number 225423 in the
British Museum, which came from the sarcophagus of a
high-priestess of Amun-Ra was implicated in many
tragedies for the owners and visions/disturbances in the
museum.
Famous Egyptologist, Zahi Hawass, recalled that as a young archaeologist
excavating at Kom Abu-Bellou he had to transport a number of artifacts from
the Greco-Roman site. His cousin died on that day, on its anniversary, his
uncle died, and on the third anniversary his aunt died. Years later, when he
excavated the tombs of the builders of the pyramids at Giza, he encountered
the curse: "All people who enter this tomb who will make evil against this tomb
and destroy it may the crocodile be against them in water, and snakes against
them on land. May the hippopotamus be against them in water, the scorpion
against them on land.“
Though not superstitious, he decided not to disturb the mummies. However,
he later was involved in the removal of two child mummies from Bahariya
Oasis to a museum and reported he was haunted by the children in his
dreams. The phenomena did not stop until the mummy of the father was reunited with the children in the museum. He came to the conclusion that
mummies should not be displayed, though it was a lesser evil than allowing
the general public into the tombs. Hawass also recorded an incident of a sick
young boy who loved Ancient Egypt and was subject to a "miracle" cure in the
Egyptian Museum when he looked into the eyes of the mummy of King
Ahmose I. Thereafter, the boy read everything he could find on Ancient Egypt,
especially the Hyksos period (the time of Ahmose 1).
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Ghosts appearing at séances: Astral Shells:
How about ghosts that appear at séances?
Theosophy says that, regardless of what
Spiritualists believe, this is not genuine
communication with the spirit of the departed as
claimed by mediums but rather the ‘astral shell’
or decaying astral remanent of a departed
person energized by the living astral body of the
medium making the ‘materialized spirits’ so
often seen in the séance room.
These energized astral shells can move objects, give reports from deceased
relatives (pictures in the astral light or from the memories of those present). In
many cases the medium is providing the means for the ‘shades’ of suicides
and executed criminals to communicate with the physical world as they long
to do. In ancient times till now, such evoking of astral shells has been
condemned as the black magic of ‘Necromancy’ and definitely not something
to be dabbled with from a theosophical perspective.
Dark energies living in the Astral Light: According the Theosophy there are
many other types of dark energies living in the Astral Light which are not
strictly ghosts. They can detrimentally affect the living, if they are given a
pathway back into the physical world.
Two of such astral entities are:
•

‘The Dweller on the Threshold’.

•

‘Elementaries’ as opposed to ‘Elemental Spirits’.

The Dweller on the Threshold: This is the embodied
result of past evil deeds and tendencies which can
attach themselves to a person with such intensity that
they don’t dissipate after death and remain intact to
haunt the person in their next life. This can especially
be so for advancing aspirants to the spiritual life who
may become aware of the existence of such a
‘Dweller’ either by seeing or sensing it.
G de Purucker says of them: ‘They are verily ghosts of
the dead men that the present man formally was, now
arising to dog his footsteps, and hence are very truly
called ‘Dwellers on the Threshold’. In a specific sense
they may truly be called the ‘Kama-Rupas’ of the
man’s past incarnations arising out of the records in
the astral light left there by the ‘old’ man of the ‘new’
man who now is.’
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The ‘Dweller’ has been the subject of many famous horror movies based on
stories such as The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde (film version
2009), and Zanoni by Edward Bulwer-Lyton.
If an aspirant tries to counter such evil tendencies arising from the ‘Dweller’, it
will redouble its efforts to instil evil behaviour as its ‘life’ depends on its host
feeding it. This is intensely magnified in the case of a candidate for spiritual
initiation determined to progress on the spiritual Path. He/She must face the
Dweller, as only the author of such evils can dissipate the resultant ‘kamarupa’. The Dweller must be triumphed over and literally ‘left behind’ in the
lower astral light to dissipate. This is done by the exercise of the Spiritual Will
as the Dweller was created by Will and must be destroyed/left behind by the
Will of the aspirant to focus his/her attention on higher spiritual truth/realities.
Elementaries: These are the earth-bound disembodied human souls of
people who were evil or depraved when alive – eg. executed criminals,
sorcerers, and black magicians. Such people have refused all spiritual light
when alive and remained immersed in materialism deliberately separating
themselves from their Higher Nature. Such people would first be known as
Psychopaths, and then later, when more spiritually-aware, as Black
Magicians.
Also, the spirits of people trapped in the kama-loka until the natural time
comes for their release, principally, people who have committed suicide. They
exist as conscious entities in the astral, especially close to people and places
of great materialism and low vibration, eg. bars, hotels and places of ill-repute.
They may exist in such a state for centuries before dissolving away. During
this time they can exert a strong influence on the living with tendencies similar
to their own.
The Dark Lord Lord Valdemort, the evil
master magician of The Harry Potter
stories and films is a fictionalized
example of such an Elementary. He is an
accurate representation of a certain
class of ‘Elementaries’, ie black
magicians living self-consciously in the Astral Light, who long for power,
influence, and embodiment in the physical world, and who influence others in
the world of the living who fall under their power.
Self-defence from ghosts and other evil influences in the Astral Light:
The following methods of psychic self-defence are suggested based on
theosophical teachings:
•

Any person of a spiritual character repels these astral entities
automatically due to the higher nature of their vibrations of love.

•

Therefore, do anything which is likely to engender these higher
vibrations in terms of lifestyle, meditation, use of mantrams like the
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Gayatri and the Lord’s Prayer, which will raise your vibrations and put
you out of their reach.
•

Use of the Spiritual Will to dismiss such entities impinging on your
personal spiritual space.

•

Exorcism by the spiritually aware may work in some instances.

•

Keep away from the places and habits where such low vibrationary
influences are present.

•

Physical mechanisms such as burning candles and incense.

•

Demolition and cleansing by fire of haunted buildings is said to be
effective.

What do ghosts actually look like? Four famous photos of ghosts:

This is one of the most famous ghost pictures. This startling image was
captured in 1936 by a photographer from “Country Life” magazine when they
were running an article on the Rainham Hall estate in Ilford, Essex, England.
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The apparition had been sighted in the hall on several occasions prior to this
photograph being captured:•

•

•

Christmas 1835 – it was recorded that guests Colonel Loftus and a
chap named Hawkins ran into an apparition on the staircase – they
described it as an aristocratic woman in a brown dress – perfect in
every feature – except that she glowed with a strong ethereal light and
where her eyes should have been, there were just empty dark sockets.
Captain Marryat, another guest at the hall was the next to have
recorded an encounter with the apparition, he and two others described
seeing the glowing figure stood in a doorway,” grinning diabolically” at
them – The Captain, terrified tried to shoot the ghastly being, but the
bullet passed straight through it.
In 1929, Lady Townsend, who resided in the hall reported that her son
and his friend had confessed to seeing a ghost on the staircase.

Further examinations of the photograph have ruled out any deliberate
tampering.

When visiting her mother’s grave in 1959, Mrs. Mabel Chinnery decided to
finish off the roll of film by taking a picture of her husband seated in the car.
When the roll was developed, a female figure appeared, sitting in the back
seat. Mrs. Chinnery and several family members insist that the female figure
is that of her mother, who appears to have taken her customary place in the
back seat and is patiently waiting to be driven home.
A photographic expert examined the print and declared it to be neither a
reflection nor a double exposure. Notice that “mom” appears to be a pretty
solid ghost, with no hint of transparency or light from the rear windows shining
through her. Even her glasses appear to reflect light!
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This bizarre photograph was taken in 1966 in the National Maritime Museum,
Grenwich, UK. Reverend Ralph Hardy, a retired clergyman from British
Columbia was admiring and photographing the elegant “tulip” staircase, an
architectural focal point in the building. The Reverend insists that the staircase
was empty when he took the shot, and was therefore flabbergasted to view a
strange “faceless” translucent figure holding onto the bannister rail when he
viewed the developed photograph.
The photograph was examined by experts from Kodak, who had to agree that
the image had not been tampered with in any way. Unbeknown to the
Reverend, the building (and particularly the staircase) had had been
previously dubbed as being haunted due to the number of people who had
heard mysterious footsteps and noted doors opening and closing on their
own.
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This famous photo of a young girl looking out from a raging fire was taken
during a fire in Wem town hall in Shropshire, England in 1995. Shot from
across the street by a local photographer, nothing unusual was seen at the
time, but once the negative was developed he noticed what appeared to be a
young girl standing in the doorway of the burning building. Firemen found the
photo so disturbing that they sifted through the ashes afterwards searching for
the remains of a body but found nothing, leaving everyone wondering who the
girl may have been. Not surprisingly, there is a bit of local folklore which
claims that a young girl named Jane Churm accidentally burned the town hall
to the ground in 1677 when she dropped a candle.
Further reading:
This article is based on information provided by Rogelle Pelletier in: ‘Ghosts
and apparitions’ published in Fohat, Summer 2006. Available online at:
http://www.theosophycanada.com/files/fohat-summer-2006.pdf
Also from: G. de Purucker: Fountain Source of Occultism Available online at:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/fso/fso-hp.htm
G de Purucker: Occult Glossary Available online at:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ocglos/og-hp.htm
We are all pencils in the hand of God – Mother Teresa
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CAN YOU HELP FRIENDS IN NEPAL?
A theosophical friend has written seeking aid for the
people of earthquake devastated Nepal – can you
help?
“A Nepali friend of mine from my trip to her country several
years ago, Neelam Ghale, wrote me that she is working in a
voluntary group who help people in Nepal suffering the
effects of the recent massive earthquake. They need
medicines and clothes, school equipment, etc.
Here in Greece we have collected clothes and have already
sent some school equipment for preschool children in Nepal.
Also theosophical friends in London have managed to collect
clothes and send them to Neelam in Nepal. The first
package arrived and they have sent us some photos (see opposite).
It would be great to act as a global chain of compassion helping people,
especially the children, in a desperate situation.
For anyone who would like to help, please contact Neelam direct at:
Postal Address:
Neelam Ghale / Angel Chitrakar
ECCA (Environmental Camp for Conservation and Awareness)
GPO Box # 9210, Kathmandu
Kupondol, Lalitpur, Nepal.
Email:
neli_grg@hotmail.com
Telephone:
00 977 9841 287 902
Best regards to our friends in Australia,
Sotoria (Sisi) Galanoupoulou – Athens, Greece.”
New Discoveries at Stonehenge: archeologists have recently discovered
the remains of a massive stone monument buried under a thick, grassy bank
only 2 miles from Stonehenge. This adds to mounting evidence, that, as
Theosophy teaches, human civilization is far older than conventional science
teaches. The hidden arrangement of up to 90 huge standing stones formed
part of a C-shaped Neolithic arena that bordered a dry valley and faced
directly towards the river Avon. Researchers used ground-penetrating radar to
image about 30 intact stones measuring up to 4.5 metres tall. The fragments
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of 60 more buried stones, or
massive foundations pits in which
they once stood, reveal the full
extent of the monument. The
stones are thought to have been
hauled into position more than
4,500 years ago to form the
southern edge of a ritual arena
centred on a natural depression.
Two huge pits have been
discovered in a two-mile long monument called the Cursus that lies to the
north of Stonehenge. The pits seem to form an astronomical arrangement on
midsummer’s day, the eastern pit’s alignment with the rising sun and the
western pit’s alignment with the setting sun intersect where Stonehenge was
built 400 years later. The archaeological site sprawls over 4 square miles of
the Salisbury Plain, Wiltshire, in England. The main monument stands at the
heart of a landscape rich with burial grounds, pits, and chapels.
These discoveries and others of sophisticated ancient monuments around the
world show that the far ancient history of mankind may need to be re-written
by the close of this century.
Interspecies Communication of Electrons Observed: Researchers at the
California Institute of Technology have discovered two microbial species
capable of sharing the energy needed to consume methane through electron
transfer without direct contact. Researchers say it is the first time interspecies
electron transport, or the external passing of electrons from one type of cell to
another, has been discovered among microorganisms in a natural setting. The
research was led by Professor of Geo-biology, Victoria Orphan, whose lab
has studied the relationship between these two species in deep-sea methane
seeps for the last two decades.
Further information is available at:
http://www.upi.com/Science_News/2015/09/19/Electron-transportbetween-species-discovered-in-deep-sea-research/6701442674638/
A species of bacteria and a species of archaea work together in syntrophy to
consume large quantities of methane, which discharges from the ocean floor.
This scientific observation is very close to theosophical teaching on the
constant exchange of ‘life atoms’ that occurs constantly between people and
throughout Nature.
News from our Society around the world:
International Headquarters: The Theosophical Society, Pasadena, has a
comprehensive website, where an extensive selection of full text publications
is available online, many in pdf format: www.theosociety.org. Contact details
of all sections worldwide are listed.
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Theosophical University Press (TUP): TUP has just published online a PDF
eBook of Expanding Horizons by James A. Long available at:
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/exphoriz/ExpandingHorizonseBook.pdf
American Section: The website of the American Section is
www.americasection.us . Further literature can be ordered online through the
Wizards Bookshelf. The American Section newsletter, 21st Century Path,
always features interesting articles such as The Creation of a Genesis; The
Universe: a Living Soul; The Walk: a short story and many others. Printed
copies of 21st Century Path are always available in our Melbourne library.
Northwest (USA): Recent editions of the monthly newsletter Theosophy
NorthwestView, features the articles, On the Wings of Imagination by I.M.
Oderberg and How can We Make a Difference? by Sally Dougherty. To view
these and all back editions go to www.theosophy-nw.org . In addition, articles
are collated according to topics and world spiritual traditions.
British Section: The British Section’s website: www.theosophical.org.uk.
Various articles and newsletters are featured; correspondence courses as
well as free online subscriptions to their newsletter, Compass, are offered.
The June 2015 edition features an article by Sarah B. Dougherty, Judge Not.
Back editions can be viewed.
German Section: For our German-speaking readers, the comprehensive
German website provides information, contact details, discussion and study
group schedules: www.theosophie.de.
The Netherlands Section: For our Dutch-speaking readers, the Netherlands
Section’s website has a wide selection of translated, online publications,
where articles are collated according to topic at http://www.theosofie.net .
These are listed according to authors. Two new online publications have
recently been posted: H.P. Blavatsky: Geselecteerde Artikelen, Deel 1:18741882 and H.P. Blavatsky en de Theosofische Beweging. Copies in print can
be ordered via the website. The Dutch newsletter, Impuls, has many
interesting articles both in Dutch and a summary publication in English. The
September issue includes articles on ‘Theosophy in Changing Times’ which
gives a very positive view of current developments in our TS based on
computer technology and a decentralised approach to our TS’s work. The
conclusion of this article states: “…The Theosophical Society (Pasadena)
regards every theosophical group as part of the theosophical movement,
which reflects the diversity of the world population. Altruism, kindness, and
mutual understanding and respect are the basis of universal brotherhood, the
core of the theosophical doctrine.”
Exploring Theosophy: the Synthesis of Science, Religion and
Philosophy: This website, maintained by David Pratt, features a wide
selection of topics relating to theosophy:
http://davidpratt.info
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Daily Theosophy: Wisdom for Daily Life: maintained by Rudi Jansma who
is a Dutch theosophist currently resident in India, this website has many
articles on a wide variety of theosophical subjects. There is also a weekly
newsletter available by email at: http://www.dailytheosophy.net/

Bee Numbers Rebound: In a good news story the
number of bees in North America is starting to rebound
from a disastrous trend to reduced numbers. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture have been tracking declines
in bee populations since the 1980s and by 2006 the
crippling phenomenon was dubbed “colony collapse
disorder.” No one was sure what was causing it, but
beekeepers warned that losing 30% of hives each year would eventually wipe
out bee populations across the country. The Department now reports the
number of bee colonies has increased from a low of 2.4 million in 2006 to 2.7
million last year– the most since 1994.
A Tree Church in New Zealand: Brian
Cox of New Zealand, has grown a church
out of trees! For some people, the worship
of nature and the divine go hand in hand.
They see the overwhelming beauty in the
world around them and can’t help but see
the hand of some otherworldly force at
work. Brian Cox spent years travelling the
world and studying many different houses
of worship. He’s also the owner of, Tree
Locations, a company that moves and
plants large trees. So when he returned home, he knew exactly what he
wanted to do to build his own monument to spirituality. In 2011, Brian began
work on the Tree Church, which took him 4 years to complete. Brian used
steel frames to make the skeleton of this beautiful church. He used a wide
variety of trees and plants to create different textures and forms. He was
careful to make sure the canopy never got too dense, so that sunlight would
always illuminate the church. For the walls he used Copper Sheen trees,
because the colour of their bark is so similar to stone. When it was finished,
Brian decided that everyone should be able to enjoy the church, so he opened
it up to the public. The building requires a lot of upkeep – it takes over 8 hours
of pruning and mowing to get it ready for visitors. But it’s worth it!
God in the Box: a fantastic documentary where ordinary people in many
cities around the US enter a box temporarily constructed in their city and talk
about what God means to them. Further information about this film at:
http://godinthebox.com/
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Heka - Ancient Egyptian God of Magic.

MYSTICAL ANCIENT EGYPT: Part 3: Egyptian magic, and - what can we
learn from ancient Egypt? – Andrew Rooke.
With this issue we conclude our series on a subject of eternal fascination –
Ancient Egypt. In the 21st century, Egyptologists can tell us fascinating
details of the history, society, economy, culture, science, and outward aspects
of the religion of ancient Egypt. But does this tell us everything about the inner
spiritual knowledge this seminal civilisation has to teach us today thousands
of years after its demise? We conclude our exploration of the mystical,
magical, and symbolist interpretation of ancient Egypt, which has had such a
huge impact on the modern Western world.

Magic in Ancient Egypt:
Magic has received a bad reputation from Christianity where it is equated with
dark forces. In Egypt religion, the magic/spirit world, and daily life in the
material world were all One, and not separated as they are now in modern
Western society.
Heka – ‘Master of the Sky’: was the god of magic representing the allpervasive power underlying everything and the power enabling manifestation
closely associated with the maintenance of order in the Universe represented
by the Goddess Maat.
Heka literally means ‘activating the Ka’, the aspect of the soul which
embodied personality. Theosophically, the Ka would be the equivalent of the
‘astral body’. The art of practical magic includes control of astral forces.
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Egyptians thought activating the power of the soul was how magic worked.
"Heka" also implied great power and influence, particularly in the case of
drawing upon the Ka of the gods. Heka acted together with Hu, the principle
of divine utterance, and Sia, the concept of divine omniscience, to create the
basis of creative power both in the mortal world and the world of the gods.
The God of Magic: Heka
Magic touched every aspect of life and those trained in the ‘Houses of Life’
became ‘Masters of The Secrets’ and were the high officials and
professionals. The spiritual and physical realm was considered as One,
similar to Australian Aboriginal peoples, so statues were ‘alive’, words have
great power, written language gives power over what is described,
hieroglyphs symbolised and gave keys to the powers they represented, and
human gestures in art carried great power.
In the modern world we seem to have largely forgotten our direct connection
with the spiritual world and its powers to such an extent that we are in danger
of losing sight of our ‘soul’ altogether to our great peril – global environmental
damage for example.
Heka’s Name:
The hieroglyph for Heka’s name featured a twist of flax within
a pair of raised arms; however, it also vaguely resembles a
pair of entwined snakes within someone's arms. It may
represent the ‘Kundalini’ or ‘Serpent’ power which is said to be
one of the fundamental energies utilized by magicians of all
ages.
In ancient times, Heka was said to have battled and conquered two serpents,
and was usually depicted as a man choking two giant entwined serpents.
Medicine and doctors were thought to be a form of magic, and so Heka's
priesthood performed these activities.
Methods in the Practice of Magic:
There were five basic steps in the practice of magic in ancient Egypt:
Invocation of the First Time: like the Australian Aboriginal Dreamtime, a
time before time began in which archetypal events were enacted by the gods.
Like the universal sea of energy which modern physics tells us forms the
material universe. The Egyptian magician would invoke this First-Time of
‘Nun’, the ocean of primal energy - and identify with it.
Identifying with the Gods: the magician would identify with the appropriate
‘Neter’ or universal principle/God and assume that name to get his work done.
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Confronting Demons: anything physical is a reflection of the inner spiritual
world so the possibility of possession by inner world beings always exists.
Medical doctors would principally try to identify what demon /natural
imbalance was at work, and invoke the name of an
appropriate God to confront that demon.
Threatening the Gods: Heka, the God of Magic, existed
in the First-Time before the Gods and, therefore, he can
control the Gods. The magician could literally threaten the
very Gods themselves to achieve his work. Man has to
conform to natural and cosmic cycles and if he doesn’t
this can have catastrophic results, ie human actions have
cosmic implications.
Reordering Nature: nature is a living unity. Nothing is
‘dead’ in the way we think of it in the modern world.
Therefore inanimate objects can become animate, eg. the
story of the rods turning into snakes from the Bible;
statues that could talk and move about commonly
referred to in ancient Egypt. The rivers, wind, and sun are
alive in their own way, ‘real and ‘not-real’, I and not-I,
were not thought of in the same way as we do. The
structures of reality are inseparable from the
consciousness perceiving them.
The Goddess Maat representing Balance and Order in the Universe

So, what can we learn from mystical ancient Egypt for today’s world?


Human civilization could be a lot older than we imagine under current
scientific understanding.



Spiritual initiatory systems to accelerate the development of human
consciousness – the Path of Horus – have been around for a long time.
Ancient Egyptian society at its height was dedicated to the preservation
of the knowledge that produced such enlightened people. It was
dedicated to the production of such people and extension of their
influence in the world even down to today from the radiant influence of
their art and buildings that remain to us.



The spiritual and physical worlds are aspects of an organic living
universe which is a Oneness.



Related to this, we are not separate from Nature or other species and
nothing in Nature is ‘Dead’. Somehow today we are being given the
opportunity to relearn this lesson with global environmental crises and
species depletion.
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We should not make the mistake of many New Age groups to try and
recreate ancient Egypt today. Since then, in modern Western society,
we have developed a sense of our individual self and right to find our
own way, psychic autonomy, and moral responsibility. We have to
combine the spiritual with the intellectual in a way suited to the modern
world where individuals can find their own way spiritually – this is the
same goal but very different from ancient Egyptian society which was
very ordered and had a different sense of the individual in relation to
society.

The Riddle of the Great Sphinx:
The riddle of the Sphinx – symbol of spiritual and
material elements – applies not only to the culture
of early Egypt, but to the enigma of our own lives
here in the modern world. The head stands for the
inner man of intuition and the Higher Mind (or, on a
cosmic level, the Christos-Horus aspect), whilst the
body betokens the animal side of man and nature
generally.
Will we find our own way from the Desire Mind to the Compassion Mind as the
ancient Egyptians encourage us to do even now with the testament of their
mighty monuments calling to us from a long gone era?
Further Reading:
Rene A. Schwaller de Lubicz:
 The Temple of Man.
 Sacred Science.
Isha Scwaller de Lubicz:
 Her Bak: The Living Face of Ancient Egypt.
 Her Bak: Egyptian Initiate.
Jeremy Naydler:
 Temple of the Cosmos: the Ancient Egyptian Experience of the Sacred.
 Shamanic Wisdom in the Pyramid Texts: The Mystical Tradition of
Ancient Egypt.
John Anthony West:
 Serpent in the Sky: The High Wisdom of Ancient Egypt.
 Magical Egypt – series of eight videos available on You Tube at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tshlYmX8OkI
John S. Gordon
 Esoteric Egypt: the Sacred Science of the Land of Khem.
 Land of the Fallen Star Gods.
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I.M. Oderberg
 any of his articles on ancient Egypt published in Theosophical Forum
and Sunrise. Available at Theosophical University Press online
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/tup-onl.htm

Max Planck(1858-1947), the theoretical physicist who originated
Quantum Theory, once said: “I regard consciousness as fundamental. I
regard matter as derivative from consciousness. We cannot get behind
consciousness. Everything that we talk about, everything that we regard
as existing, postulates consciousness”.
FROM OUR READERS: What is Quantum Physics?
A reader has emailed recently: “… at the meetings in Melbourne, people are
often talking about Quantum Physics as a form of spiritual understanding in
terms of modern Western science. Is this accurate? What exactly does this
mean?...”
The Editor replies quoting a recent article from the online newsletter,
Theosophy Today, [Orlando Florida, Sept. 2015]:
“…Quantum physics (of which quantum mechanics is a branch) is the study
of systems at or below the atomic level: atoms, electrons, protons, and
subatomic particles. Unlike the cause-and-effect of our everyday physical
world, subatomic particles behave in ways which appear to defy the traditional
laws of physics, undermining materialist accounts of the nature of reality.
Photons (light particles) for example, spin in many ways, such as “up” or
“down,” at the same time. Even more mysteriously, it is only when they are
observed that they fix into particular states of spin.
Quantum theory also predicts a phenomenon known as “entanglement”,
whereby tiny particles such as electrons, which have interacted in the past
then moved apart, possibly billions of kilometers apart, will change their
polarisation (the oscillation of waves) simultaneously when the property of one
of the pair is measured, implying some form of communication between them
faster than the speed of light.
Einstein dismissed such notions as “spooky actions at a distance” and argued
that if quantum theory predicted such nonsense, conflicting with the accepted
laws of physics, then the theory itself had to be questioned. In 1964, however,
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at a time when quantum theory was proving its validity across a range of
practical applications, a physicist called John Bell returned to the knotty issue
of entanglement, showing that quantum theory required entanglement and
that the strange connectedness between particles was an inescapable feature
of fundamental quantum equations. All that was missing was experimental
proof.
In the early 1970s John Clauser, a researcher at the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, and his colleague, Stuart Freedman, rigged up a
contraption to measure quantum entanglement and fired thousands of pairs of
particles of light known as photons in opposite directions from the middle of
the device toward each of its two ends. At each end was a detector which
found precisely the correlation in the polarisation of the twin particles that was
predicted by quantum theory.
Bernard d’Espagnat, a French physicist who had met Clauser and Freedman
during a sabbatical in the United States, was the first to point out the
philosophical issues underlying the phenomenon of entanglement. In a series
of papers and in “The Quantum Theory and Reality,” a widely read 1979
article in Scientific American, d’Espagnat argued that materialist doctrines
which claim that the world is made up of objects whose existence is
independent of human consciousness, and that objects widely separated in
space cannot affect each other simultaneously, is not only in conflict with the
predictions of quantum mechanics, but with facts established by experiment.
Some physicists had doubted the accuracy of Clauser and Freedman’s
experiments, but d’Espagnat’s article helped to stimulate more sophisticated
experiments by the French physicist, Alain Aspect, and others, which
confirmed Clauser’s results and suggested that d’Espagnat’s philosophical
insights might be valid.
D’Espagnat, a professor at the University of Paris-Sud, coined the term
“veiled reality’’ to describe an elusive world beyond what is visible or
detectable, which science can only glimpse through study of quantum
behaviour and which, he argued, could be compatible with “higher forms of
spirituality’’ glimpsed in ordinary life through such experiences as listening to
Mozart. Since science cannot reveal anything certain about the nature of
being, he concluded, it cannot tell us with certainty what it is not.
Although most physicists tended to turn their back on the more mystical
aspects of his reasoning (d’Espagnat himself denied that quantum science
could tell us anything about the existence or otherwise of God), his work
represented an important step in the process which led to the development of
“quantum information science”, a flourishing field of research combining
physics, information science and mathematics…”
THE MISSION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY – G. de Purucker
When a man is whole, he is well, he is healed; and this more than anything
else is the work of the Theosophical Society, spiritually, morally, and
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intellectually speaking: to make men whole, to make every one of the seven
principles in the constitution of the normal human being active, so that there
shall be a divine fire running through the man, through the spiritual and
intellectual and psychical and astral and physical — and best of all for us
humans, the moral, the child of the spiritual. Then we are whole, we are in
health, for our whole being is in harmony.
Thus, then, the work of the Theosophical Society is so to change the hearts
and minds of men that their lives shall be changed, and therefore the lives of
the peoples of the earth. What is this but healing at its roots instead of healing
the symptoms? The god-wisdom goes to the very root of the disease, and
cuts it; and the successful theosophist is not he who can preach the most and
say the most in the most fascinating way, but he who lives his theosophy.
"Theosophist is who Theosophy does." - from The Wind of the Spirit by G. de
Purucker, p.240.

BOOK REVIEWS
Anger: wisdom for cooling the flames by Thich
Nhat Hanh. New York: Riverhead Books, 2001.
Reviewed by Andrew Rooke. Available in our
Melbourne library.

Anger has to be one of the major problems of our
present age. From religious wars and terrorism
internationally, to road rage and family violence
locally, anger and its devastating results are in
evidence everywhere these days. How to handle
anger in a stressful world is the subject of this bestselling book by famous Buddhist monk Thich Nhat
Hanh. The author is from Vietnam but lives and
teaches Buddhist principles in the West with his
Buddhist centres in France and the US. He was once nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize by no less a luminary than Dr Martin Luther King himself.
In simple direct style he addresses real life situations with recommendations
based on the Buddha’s teachings that we must embrace suffering and anger
as part of the process of our spiritual growth. If we try to avoid anger or to vent
it by bashing pillows we are still not facing up to the aspects of ourselves that
produce the anger reaction that can set our spiritual evolution back light-years
in just a few seconds. He gives many practical ways in which we can
recognize, embrace, and then transform anger gradually into more
enlightened behaviour.
These include: stop poisoning yourself with bad food, drink, drugs, and
negative thoughts such as form the substance of many modern movies and
TV shows; carry a mirror and look at yourself when you are angry; negotiate
changes in yourself and others which lead to anger; stop the escalation of
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anger and revenge; do not keep anger more than 24 hours; make a ‘peace
treaty’ with yourself and others; negotiate changes in yourself and others
starting with yourself and your own negative habits which can possibly
generate anger; make Friday night a get-together night for reconciliation;
practice ‘deep listening’ to others instead of condemning them without a fair
hearing; write letters to others with whom you are angry seeking the sources
of your anger. Basically, understanding yourself and significant others is a
great key to overcoming anger.
Interestingly, the author disagrees with most psychologists in that he does not
recommend venting anger by ranting, raving, hitting punching bags, etc. as
this generates negative energy and merely reinforces the anger response.
The author’s recommendations mainly centre on developing what Buddhists
call ‘Mindfullness’, meaning, the condition of finding a quiet within that enables
the Higher Self to express itself here in everyday life. In particular he
recommends ‘Mindful Walking and Breathing’ as the means to develop this
calm and centred state of mind.
This book has a wealth of practical knowledge and real-life examples based
on the author’s own experience as a spiritual teacher and counsellor. It is
highly recommended - even if it is only to encourage you to get out and take
the family pet for a ‘mindful walk’ more often!

The wisdom of the heart: Katherine Tingley
speaks by Katherine Tingley, compiled and
edited by Emmet Small. Published by Point
Loma Publications Inc., 1978. – reviewed by
Amanda F. Rooke. Available in our Melbourne
library.
As the title suggests, this book is about the “heart
doctrine”, as understood by the author, Katherine
Tingley, and delivered in a series of lectures at the
then Headquarters of the Theosophical Society in
Point Loma, California. The book’s cover is a
beautiful golden and green landscape of Point
Loma by a local artist, a pathway to an unseen
destination, the message in imagery. The very first
words are a beautiful revelation of the divine within
nature, a description of the same scene in words.
One wonders why her writings are so readily
absorbed by our intuitional nature. Perhaps it is because she has written them
from her own ‘Buddhi-Manas’ (compassionate-mind) nature, from the intuition,
enlightening the mind/intellect, writing from the soul, on things of the soul.
The book is all about walking in the light, looking to “Nature, the Mighty
Mother”, from within which one intuits the living source of compassion and
truth. It is about bravely living this truth by realising the essential divinity of our
own inner nature, through selflessness and other-centeredness, and realising
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that brotherhood is a fact in nature, through right living, both spiritually and on
the physical plane.
The book opens and closes with an invocation to seek inspiration from
Nature, whilst the body of the book tells how to live the spiritual life. Part two
is on recollections from US history and the author’s extensive travels. Part
three is on Peace and the fallacies of war. Part four puts emphasis on how to
live the spiritual life on the practical applications of the teachings.
Significantly, this section is ahead in importance to Part five, ‘Why I am a
Theosophist’, which then explains some theosophical teachings. Herein she
gives an optimistic and uplifting view of theosophical teachings, particularly
Karma, termed as “another chance”. Then she discusses education, one of
the mainstays of her theosophical community in Point Loma, for “the perfect
balance of all the faculties”, and then the application of theosophical principles
in the US. The ample appendices discuss how this process was progressed in
the work of the Point Loma community and in Katherine Tingley’s various
lecture-tours around the world.
The current emphasis in the work of our TS is the application of theosophical
teachings to real-life situations and the development of intuition – the heart
doctrine. This is the acid-test of anyone’s philosophy of life and Katherine
Tingley’s work is a superb guidebook to the practical challenges of ‘Living the
Life’.
“Tell one who had never seen water, that there is an ocean of water, and
he must accept it on faith or reject it altogether. But let one drop fall
upon his hand, and he then has the fact from which all the rest may be
inferred. After that he could by degrees understand that a boundless
and fathomless ocean of water existed. Blind faith would no longer be
necessary; he would have supplanted it with KNOWLEDGE.” – D.M.
Murdoch.
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AN INNER COSMOS - Don Shepherd
Space rests endlessly. Its resting is its consciousness. This consciousness,
though alone, possesses sight but, with nothing to see, is pure-seeing,
objectless-seeing, the quality of seeing itself or All-Seeing. With nothing to
see, objectless-seeing is pitch-dark, empty and motionless; its vision tends
towards nothing so it is directionless and still. This is the primordial sense, the
root sense—both blind and All-Seeing at once. Then the First Light, like a
bright pearl, appears as an ovum of fullness in the womb of emptiness. From
that single light swirls the activity of life—specks of life that, depending on the
distance radiated from the First Light, awaken with their own vision drawn
from that resting consciousness but now with partial vision since there is
something to see—the floating pearl in the ocean of Space. The specks of
life—shards of light illuminating the darkness in their own right—strain to see
into the darkness and, with that effort, the consciousness of resting, for each
respective speck, ends. A speck of life, in its straining, activates itself; the
tendency of an individual light to view the otherness of Space, and the First
Light, is motion. As Space is directionless but necessarily viewed from the
individual perspective of a shard of light in its trajectory away from the First
Light, the viewing of Space by that shard tends to all directions equally. With
each turn of a degree of seeing in a 360 degree directionless expanse, the
shard of light rotates. As it rotates, it separates from the First Light but, as it
separates and distances itself, its viewing of the First Light in Space unites
them; the shard recognises the First Light as itself in the viewing despite its
incessant retreat outwards and away. Therefore, separation and union are
simultaneous functions of the partial seeing of a shard of light in the swirling
activity of life happening around and built onto the First Light as its fullness.
The perception of separation and union accounts for the fullness of the inner
cosmos; this perception is the Mind. The Mind is the dualism inherent in the
circular rotation of the activity of life felt as tension (separation) and resolution
(union). For there to be a separation there must be a force or energy
propelling the shard to evermore distant perception, the fulfilment of fullness,
of the First Light. Therefore, Mind resides above or beyond that energy and
uses it as its vehicle for further perceptive separation across greater and
greater distances. These further perceptions are thoughts. Caught up or
entrapped in the process of their partial vision of viewing otherness but no
longer focused on the otherness of Space and the First Light, thoughts only
see each other. In only seeing each other—isolated from the motionlessness
of the root sense of Space due to their own rapid, flitting, apparently random
activities—thoughts culminate in tension, a tension that finds its release (in
the sense of transferring its energies) but not its ultimate resolution (in the
sense of disappearing into the activity of the Mind’s viewing of the First Light)
in the physical world.
In the physical world, a man or woman, sitting in a chair or proceeding with
daily chores, can choose to learn to operate through all these perceptive
stages of separation; this is the beginning of the release into the ultimate
resolution of union. Thoughts, which only see each other, merge into one
thought and that single thought shifts its partial vision towards otherness back
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to the Mind. Reaching the Mind through the same explosion of energy that
sent it out, it sees Mind contemplating the First Light; the single thought
vanishes into Mind’s contemplation. In that contemplation—the viewing of the
First Light against the backdrop of the blackness of Space (the blackness
being “light” for a more spiritual realm) by the highest vision of the Mind—
Mind dwells in harmony with the First Light without motion within the AllSeeing of Space. For the man or woman, that harmonious union sets on fire
the deep inner fringes of his or her humanity. The light of the Sun ascends
within the perceptive capacity of the physical brain; the entire brain and inner
visual capacity fills with the solar aura and spills outside into the solar halo
around the physical head. Having been seen, the vision can be called forth at
will (as with any image) and, at will, the streams of that Sun can be sent
throughout the inner cosmos. That Sun, appearing as a bright new pearl—a
new First Light with its circular rotating streams—repeats the inner cosmic
process all over again.
THE GAYATRI MANTRAM
Holy prayers, sounds, or chanting, called in India ‘Mantrams’, can help us to
find the stillness within called by Buddhists ‘Mindfulness’ amidst the stress of
life in the modern world. There are many such Mantrams suitable for different
types of people but perhaps the ‘Gayatri’ Mantram is the most universally
chanted. Hindus (Brahmins) are supposed to chant it at least 108 times per
day to help purify their inner constitutions from low vibrations which well up
from within and are imposed by society from without. I really love the German
artist, Deva Premal, chanting Mantrams from many cultures which are all
available on the internet via You Tube. Try listening to her chanting her
beautiful version of the Gayatri Mantram at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSmToj9VZ4s
“Oṃ bhūr bhuvaḥ svaḥ,
Tát savitúr váreṇ(i)yaṃ,
Bhárgo devásya dhīmahi,
Dhíyo yó naḥ pracodáyāt.”
Translated into English from the Sanskrit by our former leader William Q.
Judge as:
“Unveil, O Thou who givest sustenance to the Universe, from whom all
proceed, to whom all must return, that face of the True Sun now hidden by a
vase of golden light, that we may see the truth and do our whole duty on our
journey to thy sacred seat.”
THE NEW SOUND IS SILENCE – Elizabeth Shanta.
Walking the path
Of spiritual No child's play,
Cobbled with ancient stones
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Littered with
Myriad culprits, but
Be a good cheer Nature curtsy
To the willing
By counting them
As Her own:
Insurance beyond fathom!
Noise
Our contemporary culprit
Remnant
Of the knowledge world,
Like fine dust
Dulls
The sound of silence In Truth
The pilgrims silence
Superior to mere noise,
It's a living mirror:
Miracle in the midst!
The new sound is
Silence
All other communications;
Images Unable to speak Truth.
Make sure
The surface
Of your mirror
Immaculate For the sound is
Light Matter
Audible to the same kind!
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All of us here at Theosophy Downunder wish you the blessings of the
Sacred Season. May they sustain your efforts for the greater good in the
world throughout 2016.

In the words of our former Leader, Katherine Tingley:
“… At the close of the year … amidst the turmoil and unrest engendered
by the titanic forces of good and evil contending for mastery of the
coming centuries, are heard the cheery, silvery notes of the Christmas
bells and the loving voice of the Christos, bidding men cease their
selfish strife and their mad race for power and gain, calling them to turn
their faces to the Light and unite their hearts and voices in one great
anthem of brotherly love, of peace and goodwill to all creatures; and
urging us with courage and patience to brace our inner natures against
all that seeks to lead us from the true Path, that we main gain greater
strength to do our whole duty to our fellow-men…”
- The Wisdom of the Heart, page 106.

A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year from friends of
Theosophy Downunder in Melbourne, Australia!
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